Early Phonics: Kitchen Disco
Activities for children to focus on developing their speaking and listening skills; and focus on listening to
the sounds around them and also begin building on their segmenting and blending skills.

At night when you are sleeping
There's a party in your house,
It's a pumping, jumping, funky bash
When all the lights go out . . .
When the sun goes down, the Kitchen
Disco starts up - and all the fruit in the
fruit bowl come out to play. There are
lemons who break-dance, tangerines who
twirl and some very over-excited apples.
Kitchen Disco is a zany and hilarious
rhyming picture book for young children.

Enjoy the book:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aeg0cNyaj7w
Talk about the book
There are lots of things going on in the kitchen, see what your child can spot on different
pages.

Make Fruity Maracas

file:///E:/Covid/Family%20Learning%20DRAFTS/Update%2010/1.-kitchen-disco-fruitymaracas.pdf

Aspect 1: Environmental Sounds
Encourage your child to listen and describe what they can hear indoors and outdoors to develop their
general sound discrimination.
Aim: to repeat three sounds in the order they are heard (and talk about which one came first, second
and third/last)
There are many sounds in this book: disco music, clapping, cheering, splashing water, squeezing fruit,
slurping through a straw, shhhh, party blower, yawning, stamping feet
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Can you make these sounds using objects, your voice, or your body?
Make one of the sounds and say ‘I can hear a…’
Make two sounds and say ‘I can hear a … and a …’ (in the order they were heard)
Make three sounds and say ‘I can hear a … , a …, and a …’ (in the order they were heard)
With a partner: one makes three sounds from the story and the partner repeats the three sounds in
the order they heard them. Swap partners and repeat.
Challenge: Ask what was the first sound? What was the middle sound? What was the last sound?

Alternatively, match the sound to the picture:

 What other sounds might your hear at a Kitchen Disco? 

Aspect 4: Rhythm and Rhyme
Read with your child. Can they listen to and join in with a wide variety of rhymes, including nursery
rhymes and rhyming books?
Aim: to clap the syllables in different fruit

A syllable is a single, unbroken sound of a spoken (or written) word.
Syllables usually contain a vowel and accompanying consonants.
Sometimes syllables are referred to as the ‘beats’ of spoken language.
Video explaining syllables:
https://youtu.be/9S7DY2lgJlU

Here is a list fruits sorted by the syllables in the word:
1 syllable
pear
grapes
lime
plum
fig
peas
Fruits in bold are in the story

2 syllables
lemon
mango
apple
melon
cherry
kiwi

3 syllables
banana
pineapple
coconut
tangerine
strawberry
blueberry

Game 1 (tuning in):
▪ Can children clap the syllables of the different fruit in the story?
▪ Can children add new fruit/vegetables and clap the syllables?
▪ Can children choose a fruit/vegetable and say the fruit and clap the syllables?

4 syllables
pomegranate
avocado
watermelon

Game 2 (listening and remembering):
▪ Can children select a 1, 2 or 3 (4 for a challenge) syllable fruit based on adult’s request and say
the fruit and clap out the syllables?
▪ Can children sort fruit into syllables? (Consider using sorting rings)
▪ Can a child clap out the syllables of a self-chosen fruit from the selection, and state if their partner
has chosen an appropriate fruit for the number of syllables clapped out?

 What fruits are in your fruit bowl at home? Can you clap the syllables for each
different fruit you have? Which fruit has the most syllables? 

Aspect 5: Alliteration
Identifying the opening sounds of different words is a very important aid to developing the skills
needed for reading. Can your child find words/objects that start with the same sound?
Aim: to find objects that start with the same sound
For example:
▪ pineapple, pear, potato, peanut
▪ beans, broccoli, blueberry, butter
▪ mango, milk, melon

Game 1 (listening and remembering):
▪ Can you sort the party-goers into groups based on initial sound? (No more than three groups)
▪ Use the refrain from the story as a hook in:
▪ Say: It’s called the kitchen disco and everyone’s invited, so move your hips, shake your pips, and let’s
all get excited. The sound ‘p’ did. Look…[p, p, pear p, p, pineapple p, p, pickle etc.]

 What other groups can you make? 

Game 2 (talking about):
▪ Show the conga page and play, ‘I spy with my little eye a fruit beginning with the sound…’

I spy with my little eye a fruit
beginning with the sound…

▪
▪

Display a selection of food you have at home. Can children suggest an appropriate party-goer? Increase the challenge by having more than one item
that would be an appropriate suggestion.
Can children take on the adult role and request a party-goer by stating the initial sound? Are they able to acknowledge an appropriate response from
a peer?
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